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Abstract
Modern data analytics tools often provide visualizations as an accessible data window to users in exploratory data analysis
(EDA). Still, many analysts feel lost in this process due to issues such as the high complexity of data. Auto-insight recom-
mendations offer a promising alternative by suggesting possible interpretations of the data to users during EDA but might
impose undesirable effects on users. In this study, we systematically explore the “double-edged sword” effect of auto-insight
recommendations on EDA in terms of exploration assistance, message reliability, and interference. Particularly, we design and
develop two versions of a Tableau-like visualization system termed TurboVis: one supports auto-insight recommendations
while the other does not. We first demonstrate how typical visualization specification tools can be augmented by incorporat-
ing auto-insight recommendations and then conduct a within-subjects user study with 18 participants during which they
experience both versions in EDA tasks. We find that although auto-insight recommendations encourage more visualization
inspections, they also introduce biases to data exploration. The perceived level of message reliability and interference of
auto-insight recommendations depend on data familiarity and task structures. Our work elicits design implications for
embedding auto-insight recommendations into the EDA process.
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1. Introduction
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) refers to the critical
process of performing initial investigations on data to
discover patterns, spot anomalies, test hypotheses, and
check assumptions with the help of summary statistics
and graphical representations [1]. For example, financial
analysts conduct EDA to identify the main trend of en-
terprise business metrics, discover data outliers to locate
potential problems that need attention or even action, and
form further hypotheses for more in-depth data explo-
rations. The outcomes of EDA processes are data insights
that are often integrated into a visual dashboard [2, 3].
In a sense, EDA is kind of a creative process [4], during
which users leverage their knowledge and intuitions to
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inquire into the data and scaffold a graphical represen-
tation for insight interpretation and communication. In
an ideal setting, analysts are supposed to immerse them-
selves into such a creative process without breaking the
flow. However, in reality, analysts are often stuck with
questions such as “where should I start?” and “what else
can I find?” [5]. These issues could slow down the process
and yield fewer meaningful EDA outcomes.

To support analysts to gain insights from the data, pre-
vious data analytics tools have proposed auto-insight rec-
ommendation services that suggest potential interesting
visual patterns [6] or simulate exploration hunches [7].
In otherwords, as users visualize data, these tools could si-
multaneously conduct analysis, and recommend trends/pat-
terns termed auto-insight recommendations [8]. For ex-
ample, Mackinlay et al. proposed Show Me [9] which sup-
ports users to search for graphical presentations when
analyzing data. However, current auto-insight recom-
mendation techniques such as Voyager 2 [10] and Fore-
sight [11] primarily focus on the design of insight dis-
covery algorithm or perceptually effective insight pre-
sentations without deep considerations on the repre-
sentation of the intended goal of the recommendations,
ease of understanding and contexts, and user prefer-
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ences. Consequently, the resulting auto-insight recom-
menders may introduce the following side effects to the
EDA process. 1⃝ Bias. Prior studies in the field of rec-
ommender systems indicate that without a clear repre-
sentation of the intended goal of the recommendations,
elaborately designed recommendation algorithms have
the potential to limit exploration breadth as users may
unconsciously confine their explorations to the items
recommended [12, 13, 14]. Systems such as Foresight
and Voyager 2 uncover visual insights independent of the
EDA pipeline and represent visual insights in an implicit
way [10, 11]. An anecdotal evidence shows that, if such
auxiliary findings generated by these systems and the
intended goal of these insights are not explicitly repre-
sented and mentioned, users still have little clue as to
how the augmented information can be pieced into the
final story and where it leads them in EDA [10]. Con-
sequently, it brings bias to analysts in interpreting and
exploiting the recommended visual insights for EDA. 2⃝
Reliability. Prior research in recommender systems sug-
gested that recommendation service is context-specific
and should improve its readability in order to make the re-
sults more reliable to users [15]. For one thing, previous
studies illustrate that the perceived utility of recommen-
dations is context-specific, i.e., with a limited knowledge
of users, intelligent systems will be less competent in of-
fering recommendation services [12, 16, 17]. For another,
as we may not know the system users at all, “some auto-
matically recommending insights are still like a baffling
mystery to laymen” [18]. If the auto-insight recommen-
dation service fails to present its suggestions in an easy-
to-understand manner, the insights’ reliability drops. 3⃝
Interruption. Given that the structure of an EDA pro-
cess could be anywhere from fully open exploration to
target-oriented inspection, automatically recommending
insights of the data may bring interruption to the EDA
process when users prefer open exploration or exami-
nation on the non-suggested data aspects [14, 19, 20].
Auto-insight recommendation service could thus be a
“double-edged sword” in EDA, and it would impair the
analysis experience and results if it is designed inap-
propriately. Hence, to design an effective auto-insight
recommendation service to support EDA, we need to first
identify what are required and concerned in a smooth
EDA pipeline, and then we need to systematically explore
the potential “double-edged sword” effect of auto-insight
recommendations on the EDA process and outcome.

To this end, we design TurboVis, a Tableau-like visual-
ization system that supports analysts in EDA activities
with features including auto-insight recommendation
based on an extensible repository of statistic metrics,
graphics matching, manual visualization specification,
and dashboard editing and interaction. To evaluate how
auto-insight recommendation could positively or nega-
tively affect the EDA process and outcome, we create a

simpler version of TurboVis that only has the later three
features but no suggestions from the system. Our within-
subjects (TurboVis with vs. without auto-insight recom-
mendation) study with 18 industrial business analysts
shows that the auto-insight design makes them inspect
more visualizations but introduces bias to the direction
of exploration. Auto-insight recommendations offer new
perspectives when analysts are not familiar with the data
or have a vague idea about how to proceed, and may
distract analysts when they are facing a familiar dataset
or usage scenario. Meanwhile, auto-insight recommen-
dations would interrupt analysts more when they have
specific target for exploration in mind than when they
are completely open-minded. Based on these results, we
further elicit design implications for embedding auto-
insight recommendations into the EDA process.

2. Related Work
Literature that overlaps with this work can be classified
into three categories: exploratory data analysis, visual-
ization recommendations, and recommender system.

Exploratory Data Analysis. EDA is a term coined
by John W. Tukey for describing the act of “looking at
data to see what it seems to say” [21]. In EDA, attempts
are made to identify the major features of a dataset of
interest and to generate ideas for further investigation.
Particularly, Tukey drew an analogy between EDA and a
series of detective work, during which analysts form a
set of hypotheses by asking questions, and integrate their
domain knowledge to obtain rich data insights [22, 21].
Data visualization is perhaps the most widely used tool
in the EDA process. With the rise of interest in data
science and the need to derive value from data, analysts
increasingly leverage visualization tools to conduct ex-
ploratory data analysis, spot data anomalies, and correla-
tions, and identify patterns and trends [23, 24]. The state
of the art in data visualization involves a lot of manual
generation of visualizations through tools such as Excel,
Tableau [25] and Qlik [26] to facilitate the EDA process
for non-expert analysts. However, it is still challenging
for data visualization novices to rapidly construct visu-
alizations during the EDA process. Grammel et al. [27]
conducted an exploratory laboratory study in which data
visualization novices explored fictitious sales data by
communicating visualizations to a human mediator, who
rapidly constructed the visualizations using commercial
visualization software. Apart from identifying activities
that are central to the iterative visualization construction
process, they also found that the major barriers faced
by the participants are translating questions into data
attributes, designing visual mappings, and interpreting
the visualizations. In this study, we explore the role of
auto-insight recommendation in the EDA process.



Figure 1: Visualizations are generated with a spectrum of tools automatically or manually.

Visualization Recommendations. As the demand
for rapid analysis for visualization grows, there is an
increasing requirement to design visualization tools al-
lowing users to efficiently generate visualizations. Prior
studies show that the relevant authoring tools are in-
creasingly towards automatic [28], which can be classi-
fied into four categories. Initially, users have to manually
write codes for visualizing data by using imperative lan-
guages and libraries such as D3 [29], Vega-Lite [30], and
ECharts [31], which are designed for users who are famil-
iar with coding and visualizations. Later, researchers con-
tributed visual building frameworks for easy visualiza-
tions including template editing [32, 33], shelf configura-
tion [34], and visual building [35, 36]. These tools are de-
signed for users who canwrite codes but not familiar with
visualizations. Particularly, users need to “pre-conceive
blueprints, then interact with the system” [28] to obtain
more expressive, appropriate and aesthetic visualizations.
Then, semi-automatic methods involved with few inter-
actions were proposed for efficiently obtaining visualiza-
tions like SAGE [37] and Tableau [25]. Fully automatic
methods are designed for no-human-involved tools for
efficiently obtaining visualization recommendations such
as Text-to-Viz [38], Click2Annotate [39], Data2Vis [40],
and DeepEye [41]. These tools resolve the issues when
users are not familiar with either visualizations or cod-
ing. On the other hand, to resolve the issues that analysts
often have no idea what they are looking for especially
at the initial stage of data exploration, researchers have
developed various algorithms and systems to recommend
insightful visualizations that can depict data trends and
patterns [41, 42, 43]. In this study, we combine a semi-
automatic method that involves user interactions along
with algorithms that can recommend interesting insights
on the basis of extensible metric repository. Therefore,
analysts can benefit from a quick launch of data explo-
ration from automated recommendations of potentially
interesting data patterns.

The existing studies mainly focus on employing either
machine learning algorithms or user-defined rules and
visual embellishments into the creation of infographics
to lower the barrier for data exploration by automatically
generating visualizations. However, indicators from pre-
vious studies also point out that recommendations may
potentially hamper users during data exploration [44, 45].

Inspired by the previous findings and to obtain a system-
atic understanding of how the auto-insight recommenda-
tion systems might pose a hindrance to the exploratory
data analysis process, we design and develop two ver-
sions of a Tableau-like visualization tool and attempt to
explore the “double-edged sword” effect of auto-insight
recommendations on EDA in terms of exploration assis-
tance, message reliability, and interference.

Recommender System. Recommender systems col-
lect their target users’ preferences for a set of items
such as movies, songs, books, and travel destinations.
They leverage different sources of information for pro-
viding users with predictions and recommendations of
items [46]. With the ever-growing volume of online in-
formation, recommender systems have been an effective
strategy to overcome such information overload [47],
particularly useful when users do not have sufficient
experience to make a choice from a large number of
alternatives [48]. Existing research in the field of recom-
mender systems mainly focus on the recommendation
accuracy and the explainability of recommendation algo-
rithms [46, 47, 49, 50, 51], which inevitably result in that
people are increasingly relying on recommender systems
that employ algorithmic content curation to organize, se-
lect and present information [12, 52, 53]. Despite its wide
utility, researchers have indicated that its potential im-
pact to improve problems related to over-choice should
be concerned [14]. Therefore, inspired by the studies
on the potential harm of such recommendations, we be-
lieve that the potential “double-edged sword” effect of
auto-insight recommendations warrant a separate study.

3. Research Questions
The literature suggested that visualization recommenda-
tions encourage users to explore more visualizations [10],
while prior studies in the field of recommender systems
indicated that recommendations would introduce explo-
ration bias, i.e., users might confine their exploration to
the recommended items [13, 54]. In other words, recom-
mendations can encourage exploration breath but may
introduce a lack of breadth diversity. We posit that with
the auto-insight recommendations, target users may ex-
plore more visualizations but will be biased to the visu-



Figure 2: (A) Data processing module of TurboVis: 1⃝ Data menu; 2⃝ Entry to auto-insight recommendation and inter-
active visual analysis modules; 3⃝ Data table that provides necessary processing functions. (B) Interactive visual analysis
module of TurboVis: 1⃝ Data; 2⃝ Dimensions; 3⃝Metrics; 4⃝ 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis; 5⃝ Display area of visualization; 6⃝ Visualization
recommendations; 7⃝ Chart configuration area. 8⃝ (C) Dashboard editing and export module of TurboVis.

alizations that are only supported by the recommended
items. Therefore, we have our first research question:
RQ 1⃝ How do analysts utilize auto-insight recom-
mendations and manual specification of visualiza-
tions collectively as a latent impetus in their EDA
process?

Previous studies in the field of recommendations indi-
cate that the perceived reliability of recommendations is
context-specific [12, 15, 16, 17, 54]. For example, when
users are exploring an unfamiliar dataset, recommen-
dation services should improve its readability to make
the results more reliable to users. Therefore, we posit
a similar effect of auto-insight recommendations need
to verify it in the second research question: RQ 2⃝ How
does the perceived reliability of auto-insight recom-
mendations depend on the context of the EDA pro-
cess such as dataset familiarity?

Analysts may hold different purposes when conduct-
ing EDA. Previous studies indicate that the degree of
applying auto-insight recommendation may vary in dif-
ferent EDA scenarios [55]. Given that the structure of an
EDA process could be anywhere between a fully open
exploration and a specific target-oriented inspection, we
want to know RQ 3⃝ Would auto-insight recommen-
dations act differently due to different exploration
purposes in EDA?

4. TurboVis
To understand how auto-insight recommendations could
be leveraged to assist analysts’ EDA processes and ex-
plore its potential “double-edged sword” effect, we design
and develop TurboVis, an auto-insight recommendation-
powered exploratory data analysis system. To enhance
the generalizability of our findings to common data ana-
lytics tools, we design TurboVis by reference to existing
commercial exploratory data analytics software and tools
such as Tableau. TurboVis serves as instruments “for de-
sign and understand” and are not intended to suggest
new interaction techniques [56]. Through a prolonged
collaborative design process with data analysts, we it-

eratively refine the system through a series of informal
usability testings. To be specific, TurboVis consists of
four main modules, namely, the data processing, auto-
insight recommendation, interactive visual analysis, and
dashboard editing and export modules. Particularly, the
data processing module (Figure 2(A)) handles common
data formats, obtains and analyzes data fields, and pro-
vides necessary processing functions such as sorting,
filtering, and editing. The auto-insight recommendation
module serves as assistance to inspect potentially in-
teresting data patterns including trending, correlation,
distribution, clustering, and outlier detection based on an
extensible metric repository (covered later). Particularly,
data auto-insight recommendation is embedded in a typi-
cal EDA process, recommending interesting visualization
and enables automatically modifying users’ visualization
specifications to achieve the desired visualizations. The
interactive visual analysis module supports analysts to
perform a drag-and-drop interaction on-demand to man-
ually specify visualizations (Figure 2(B)) . The dashboard
editing and export module (Figure 2(C)) allows analysts
to interactively edit each data insight visualization by
“linking + view” technique. The finalized dashboard can
be exported on demand.

TurboViswithoutAuto-InsightRecommendation.
TurboVis without auto-insight recommendation version
only supports manual visualization specification on the
basis of graph matching. To be specific, as shown in
Figure 2(B), after loading the data ( 1⃝), TurboVis automat-
ically splits data fields into dimensions ( 2⃝) and metrics
( 3⃝). Analysts can perform a drag-and-drop interaction to
drag any attribute(s) onto the x- or y-axis ( 4⃝) and the dis-
play area ( 5⃝) would simultaneously present the default
chart ranking the first in the recommendation list ( 6⃝).
We do not explicitly provide other visual encoding chan-
nels such as size and color due to the observation that
participants often get lost to determining where each se-
lected attribute goes. Therefore, TurboVis automatically
determines an appropriate visual encoding channel, e.g.,
color and size after analysts’ specification of the 𝑥- and
𝑦-axis. Quantitative attributes can be aggregated in seven
ways, i.e., sum, mean, maximum, minimum, median, vari-



Figure 3: Auto-insight recommendation of TurboVis. 1⃝ Insight options; 2⃝ Auto-insights and the corresponding natural
language descriptions; 3⃝ Clusters and outlier detection.

ance, and standard deviation. For instance, analysts can
drag a quantitative attribute to the 𝑥-axis shelf and an-
other quantitative attribute to the 𝑦-axis shelf to generate
a scatterplot; to create a bar chart, analysts can drag a
nominal attribute to the 𝑥-axis shelf and a quantitative
attribute by mean, and the chart can be replaced to a line
chart if the 𝑥-axis is filled with a temporal attribute.

With respect to the recommendation list, in the version
without auto-insight recommendation, the list only has
the results from graph matching. Specifically, we classify
basic visualizations based on input data format, which
comes in the form of a decision tree [57] that leads to a
set of potentially appropriate visualizations to represent
the current data configuration. For example, considering
quantitative attributes, if with only one numeric variable,
graphs that are appropriate in this case are histogram
and density plot. We adopt the graph matching on the
basis of two underlying philosophies [57]. First, most
data analysis can be summarized in about twenty differ-
ent dataset formats. Second, both data and context can
determine the appropriate chart. Therefore, our graph
matching scheme consists of identifying and trying all
feasible chart types to find out which one(s) suit(s) the
data and idea best. In 7⃝, analysts can rename the current
visualization or adjust the color and size encoding if no
additional attributes are encoded by color or size.

TurboViswithAuto-InsightRecommendation. We
design the second version based on prior studies in proac-
tive, e.g., Voder [58] and reactive, e.g., DIVE [59] insight-
based recommendations. TurboVis with auto-insight rec-

ommendation serves as assistance to help achieve visual-
izations with interesting patterns. Asides from manual
visualization specification, this version supports proac-
tive unsolicited recommendations and reactive query-
based recommendations. Particularly, proactive unso-
licited recommendations list all potential auto-insights,
and reactive query-based recommendations list all the
recommended charts on the right side of the interface.
This design considers the selected attributes a query and
generates recommendations relevant to the selected at-
tributes.

Regarding the proactive unsolicited recommendations,
we put the entry to the auto-insight recommendation
above the data table (Figure 2(A) 2⃝), maximizing the util-
ity of auto-insight recommendation service. Particularly,
as shown in Figure 3, different types of auto-insight rec-
ommendations are classified into pull-down list options
( 1⃝), i.e., patterns measured by statistical metrics and
clustering and outlier detection algorithms. Currently,
auto-insight recommendation supports four insight types:
trend detection shows line charts with obvious increasing
or decreasing temporal pattern between temporal and
quantitative dimensions; the correlation between two
highly correlated attributes between two quantitative di-
mensions; pairwise distribution comparison concerns two
groups where the distributions are significantly differ-
ent, and clustering and outlier detection shows potential
clusters and outliers. To facilitate quick browsing and in-
spection and easy-to-understand, each recommendation
contains a concise natural language description which



is generated by templates ( 2⃝), such as “Miles per Gallon
and Weight have a strong correlation”. With respect to
clustering and outlier detection, we select t-SNE as the di-
mensionality reduction technique because it shows supe-
riority in generating 2D projection that “can reveal mean-
ingful insights about data, e.g., clusters and outliers” [60].
In addition, advanced parameter settings are also pro-
vided such as quantitative attributes for projection and
t-SNE parameters in terms of perplexity, learning rate,
maximum iterations, and distance metric ( 3⃝). By pre-
viewing all the auto-insight recommendations, analysts
can select any of them by clicking on + to submit to the
target dashboard. We employ exhaustion, match, gener-
ate for mining interesting visualizations. We show how
to generate data auto-insights through the following four
steps.

Step 1⃝ Determining attribute types. After loading
a dataset, TurboVis first gathers metadata of data types
by iterating on all data records. Particularly, we main-
tain several metadata to determine whether the value
on a certain attribute is e.g., numeric, date, or coordi-
nate. We also maintain the number of unique values and
the maximum of replication corresponding to a certain
data attribute. Data types can be thus determined for
subsequent processing.

Step 2⃝ Maintaining recommendation configura-
tion. Each data auto-insight corresponds to a recommen-
dation configuration, which consists of six dimensions in
terms of “type_x”, “type_y”, “position_exchange”, “mea-
sure”, “supported_graphs” and “priority”. For example,
trend corresponds to a bar recommendation configura-
tion: {type_x : temporal, type_y : quantitative, position_ex-
change : 0, measure : trend, supported_graphs : [‘bar’],
priority : 0 }, which means that when a temporal attribute
meets a quantitative attribute, we can use bar to visualize
the relationship with exchangeable axes. “Priority” indi-
cates the recommendation priority when demonstrating
all the data auto-insight patterns to audiences. Similarly,
correlation corresponds to a scatterplot recommenda-
tion configuration with both “type_x” and “type_y” is a
quantitative attribute and the “supported_graphs” can be
[‘scatter’].

Step 3⃝ Preparing and matching all feasible com-
binations to recommendation configuration. We ini-
tialize feasible combinations to mine potential patterns
hidden in the combination of any two different attributes.
To optimize the exhaustion process, we allow users to
specify mask attributes thus the calculation will not con-
sider those masked attributes. We then match each feasi-
ble combination against the targets of the auto-insight
measures on the basis of “𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒_𝑥” and “𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒_𝑦”.

Step 4⃝Generating candidate auto-Insight recom-
mendation. Upon a match between a feasible combi-
nation and an auto-insight recommendation configura-
tion, parameters in the corresponding candidate auto-

insight configuration are automatically filled. For ex-
ample, given a match of both “type_x” and “type_y” is
a quantitative attribute, we generate a candidate auto-
insight template with the following fields: ‘mask’ : {‘type’
: supported_graphs[0], ‘tooltip’ : True}, ‘encoding’ : {‘x’
: {‘field’ : name_x, ‘type’ : “quantitative”},‘y’ : {‘field’ :
name_y, ‘type’ : “quantitative”}}, ‘priority’ : priority. Fur-
thermore, according to different auto-insight measures,
we compute different metrics for each candidate visual-
ization specification. For example, 𝑥 with a quantitative
attribute and 𝑦 with a quantitative attribute are evalu-
ated by a Spearman correlation coefficient with associated
p-value while 𝑥 with a temporal attribute and 𝑦 with a
quantitative attribute are evaluated by the trend detec-
tion measure. Candidates with a metric value higher
than a predefined threshold parameter are recommended
to analysts. Based on the results, we fill the ‘𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡’ in
the template with {‘correlation’ : correlation, ‘p-value’ :
p-value}; ‘message’ : “name_x and name_y has a strong
correlation depending the value of p-value”.

Regarding reactive query-based recommendations, Tur-
boVis with auto-insight recommendations merges auto-
insight recommendations into the recommendation list
that appear in the right panel (Figure 2(B) 6⃝), which
tailors the auto-insight recommendations into the EDA
pipeline. In Figure 4, the left subfigure shows the graph
matching based on a particular data attribute configura-
tion and the right subfigure displays the auto-insights in
the version with auto-insight recommendations. In other
words, we only display graph matching in the version
without auto-insight recommendations and display both
in the version with auto-insight recommendations.

5. Experiment
To investigate the “double-edged sword” effect of auto-
insight recommendation design on EDA, we conduct a
within-subjects study with 18 data analysts in EDA tasks
on two datasets.

Participants. We recruit 18 industrial data analysts
(9 females, 9 males, age: 28 ± 3.03) from a local Inter-
net bank, most of whom have 2 to 5 years of working
experiences. We invite participants who need to con-
duct EDA almost every day according to their self report.
Particularly, participants had used tools for EDA, includ-
ing Tableau (10/18), Excel (18/18), Python (8/10), and
R (12/18). They are representatives of our target users
and could provide us more comprehensive insights. We
compensate participants with a $20 gift card.

Datasets andData Processing. We choose two datasets
to evaluate the effects of the auto-insight recommenda-
tions. The first one is the happiness ranking dataset that
our participants analyze less in their daily work, and it
consists of 1093 records with attributes of date, country,



Figure 4: Graph matching and auto-insight recommendation results.

region, happiness ranking, happiness, GDP per capita, GDP
per family, healthy, freedom, trustness, generosity, and res-
idence1. The second dataset is the Chinese bank’s annual
report, which is closer to the type of data that our partici-
pants use everyday, and it comprises 1590 records with 18
financial attributes. As a demo to introduce our system
to the participants, we also include a car dataset which
consists of 403 records with attributes of name, miles
per gallon, cylinders, displacement, horsepower, weight,
acceleration, year, and origin.

To prepare datasets for the two versions, we split the
happiness ranking dataset and bank dataset into two
parts. During the study, the first dataset is used in the
first data exploration session while the second one is used
in the second session. This mitigates potential learning
effects across the two sessions while ensuring that the
data collected from the two sessions could be compared.

Procedure. After obtaining the participants’ consent,
we conduct the experiment in four sessions, each with a
subset of a dataset and one version of TurboVis. In other
words, every participant gets to explore both datasets
in different tasks using both versions of our tool. We
counterbalance the order of TurboVis’s version in each
dataset to minimize the learning effects. We arrange the
experimental procedure in the following steps. First, we
give a tutorial on how to use both versions of TurboVis
(each for 10 minutes; the system is running on ThinkPad
X270 notebook with a 12.5-inch display) to explore data
with the car dataset and then allow the participants to
freely explore the tool for another 10 minutes. During
this process, we encourage the participants to raise any
question about the usability, functions, and features of

1https://www.kaggle.com/mathurinache/world-happiness-
report

TurboVis to ensure that they have no problems conduct-
ing the subsequent tasks on their own. In the main study,
for participants who start with the one TurboVis version,
we ask them to conduct a 15-minute data exploration of
the happiness ranking sub dataset (session 1). Then, they
proceed to another 15-minute data exploration of another
happiness ranking sub dataset using another version of
TurboVis (session 2). Participants are also asked to think
aloud their ideas when performing all the tasks. Their
exploration processes are automatically recorded as sys-
tem logs for the subsequent quantitative analysis. Then,
we repeat the above process by using another dataset,
i.e., the bank annual report dataset for session 3 and 4.
After finishing all the tasks, participants are required
to complete a questionnaire with 7-point Likert scale
questions, followed by a semi-structured interview with
each participant to make sense of their ratings and col-
lect their opinions about auto-insight recommendations.
The whole experiment lasts around 90 minutes for each
participant.

Measures. In the above-mentioned experiment, we
collect 72 log files (18 participants × 4 sessions). The
log data details every action and the associated entities
conducted by the participant. The actions include but are
not limited to click, select, delete, and drag, and objects
are like the name of auto-insight recommendation and
attributes. We then derive our dependent measures from
these data in relation to the previously mentioned three
research questions.

M 1⃝Number of inspected visualizations. Wecount
the number of visualization if a specific visualization is
loaded, selected, edited, or added in a dashboard. This
measure is a conservative estimate of the inspected visu-
alizations for the exploration with recommendations.



M 2⃝ Proportion of supported visualizations. To
understand whether the potential exploration bias, i.e.,
confining to the scope of auto-insight recommendations,
we compare the proportion of visualizations in terms of
correlation, trend, pairwise distribution comparison, and
clusters and outliers among those visualizations logged as
manual or auto-insight recommendations between with
and without auto-insight recommendation versions.

M 3⃝Number ofmanually specified visualizations.
We count the number of manually created visualizations
for each session. This measure indicates the adoption or
potential reliance on the auto-insight recommendations
for EDA, since participants might utilize the auto-insights
and thus create fewer visualizations on their own.

M 4⃝ Time duration between opening and closing
auto-insight recommendations. To investigate the ef-
fect of how auto-insights may advance their EDA process,
we record and calculate the time intervals between partic-
ipant opening and closing (actions recorded in the logs)
the auto-insight recommendation panel when given the
version of our tool with this function, to explore different
datasets.

M 5⃝Number ofmodifications to the recommended
visualizations. When participants are exploring the
data using the auto-insight recommendation version,
they can select any visualization from both the chan-
nels of graph matching and the tool’s recommendations.
When participants drag “asset size” to one axis and the
display area would immediately present the auto-insight
recommendation relevant to this attribute and fill the
other axis with information e.g., asset size that has a
high correlation relationship. However, one issue we fre-
quently observe is that if this “automatic completion” is
inconsistent with participants’ intent, they would modify
the recommendation result. Therefore, to investigate to
what extend participants would directly accept the auto-
insights when they are exploring dataset with different
familiarity, we calculate the number of modification ac-
tions immediately occur after a recommendation result
is populated in the display area.

To complement the quantitative data and provide in-
depth understanding of users’ perceptions towards the
auto-insight recommendations, we also collect the par-
ticipants’ responses to an end-of-study questionnaires,
in which we ask them about their preference of tool
versions when conducing EDA with a clear exploration
task, and whether the auto-insights offer new knowl-
edge. Particularly, we have: M 6⃝ usefulness of auto-
insights in an open exploration, M 7⃝ usefulness of
auto-insights with a target-oriented inspection (1 -
Extremely unuseful, 7 - Extremely useful), M 8⃝ version
preference when exploring in an open exploration,
and M 9⃝ version preference when exploring with a
target-oriented inspection (1 - Prefer non-auto-insight
version a lot, 7 - Prefer auto-insight version a lot).

6. Results and Analysis
We report the quantitative analysis of participants’ op-
eration logs and quantitative ratings and feedback on
the three research questions, as shown in Figure 5. Par-
ticularly, we analyze the first five measures (M 1⃝ - 5⃝)
using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (very appropriate for
a repeated measure design where the same subjects are
evaluated under two different conditions) with a signifi-
cance level of 0.05 and we report the median values for
the subjectivemeasures collected from the questionnaires
on each item (M 6⃝ - 9⃝).

RQ 1⃝ Utilizing auto-insights and manual visual-
ization specification collectively. As shown in Fig-
ure 5(a), we find a significant difference in the M 1⃝ num-
ber of inspected visualizations at a significance level of
0.05 (both 𝑍 = −3.726, 𝑝 = 0.00019) by using happiness
ranking and bank datasets, respectively. On average, par-
ticipants inspect more visualizations when using Turbo-
Vis with auto-insight recommendations (𝑀 = 45.33 with
happiness ranking and 𝑀 = 44.11 with bank dataset)
than in the without auto-insight recommendation condi-
tion (𝑀 = 12.61 with happiness ranking and 𝑀 = 15.44
with bank dataset), indicating a wider coverage of vi-
sualizations with auto-insight recommendations. M 2⃝
Proportion of visualizations that are supported by recom-
mendation is higher with auto-insight recommendations
(𝑀 = .465 with happiness ranking and 𝑀 = .36 with
bank dataset) than without this feature (Figure 5(b)). The
difference is significant for both the happiness rank-
ing (𝑍 = −3.725, 𝑝 = .000196) and the bank dataset
(𝑍 = −3.483, 𝑝 = .000499), indicating that the auto-
insight recommendations bias participants towards cer-
tain types of visualizations during the EDA process.

Generally, participants specify more visualization in
the absence of auto-insight recommendations (𝑀 = 6.61
with happiness ranking and 𝑀 = 9.94 with bank dataset)
than in the presence of this service (𝑀 = 4.5 with hap-
piness ranking and 𝑀 = 8.67 with bank dataset), as
shown in Figure 5(c) (M 3⃝). However, we observe differ-
ent results of the manual specification of visualization
on our two datasets. Specifically, the difference is sig-
nificant when participants explore the happiness rank-
ing dataset (𝑍 = −2.166, 𝑝 = .03), but not significant
(𝑍 = −1.742, 𝑝 = .081) when using a bank dataset. Con-
sidering that our participants frequently analyze bank
data and rarely inspect happiness data in their daily work,
this implies that our participants have a tendency to
resort to auto-insight recommendations for inspecting
visual patterns rather than constructing visualizations
manually when this service is available for exploring
an unfamiliar dataset, but not as much when facing a
familiar dataset. “I think I can do more inspection with-
out auto-insight recommendations” (P12, male, age: 31).
“With my intuition and knowledge, I just want to see the



Figure 5: Results of log data in happiness ranking task and bank task, either with or without auto-insight recommendations.
ns: 𝑝 ≥ .05, ∗ ∶ 𝑝 < .05, ∗∗ ∶ 𝑝 < .01, ∗ ∗ ∗ ∶ 𝑝 < .001.

data this way” (P10, female, age: 29). “I feel like I can
reason more on my own than the recommendations” (P6,
male, age: 26).

RQ 2⃝ Auto-insight reliability in EDA. To evaluate
the acceptance of participants towards the auto-insights
conveyed by the recommendations, we measure theM 4⃝
time duration between opening and closing the auto-insight
recommendation panel given the version of TurboVis with
this feature. As shown in Figure 5(d), we find a signif-
icant difference in this measure (𝑍 = −3.301, 𝑝 = .001).
An average duration of 2.88 minutes is spent on brows-
ing the results of auto-insight recommendations of the
happiness ranking dataset, compared with an average
duration of 1.97 minutes on the bank dataset’s recom-
mended auto-insights. “I am not familiar with happiness
ranking dataset so I have a lower expectation with auto-
insight recommendations” (P2, male, age: 28). “I would
try to find why these auto-insights are recommended when
I am exploring the happiness ranking dataset” (P14, fe-
male, age: 25). “I probably would not have figured out the
outliers by intuition and I am happy that it has been recom-
mended” (P6, male, age: 26). With respect to a relatively
more familiar dataset (e.g., bank dataset in our case), the
auto-insight recommendation serves as assistance for
quick verification, “I can quickly identify the interesting
auto-insights since I am familiar with them” (P8, female,
age: 30).

RQ 3⃝ Auto-insights in open exploration and tar-
get oriented inspection. We investigate the acceptance
of auto-insights in different EDA tasks (i.e., an open ex-

ploration or with a target-oriented inspection) in terms of
perceived usefulness and version preference. We ask par-
ticipants in the questionnaire about the perceived useful-
ness and preference of auto-insights when they conduct
an open exploration or a target-oriented inspection in our
EDA tasks. During the experiment, we often find that par-
ticipants modify the recommended results by deleting the
attribute that has been automatically populated on one
axis. Therefore, we obtain the M 5⃝ number of modifica-
tions to the recommended visualizations and compare the
counts between the two dataset. As shown in Figure 5(e),
we find that although the mean value of the number of
modification differs, i.e., 𝑀 = 3.39 with the happiness
ranking dataset and 𝑀 = 4.56 with the bank dataset, the
difference is not significant (𝑍 = −1.579, 𝑝 = .114). The
questionnaire item of M 6⃝ 7⃝ usefulness of auto-insight
recommendations in an open exploration or with a target-
oriented inspection also shows that participants appre-
ciate the usefulness of auto-insight recommendations
regardless of the tasks (open: 𝑀 = 6.11, 𝑆𝐷 = .96 and tar-
get: 𝑀 = 6.06, 𝑆𝐷 = .87), suggesting that the acceptance
of auto-insights in different EDA tasks does not change
significantly.

However, in participants’ response to the question
M 8⃝ 9⃝ version preference in an open exploration or with
a target-oriented inspection, the median rating was 5.89
with an SD of 0.83 for open exploration on a scale from
preferring without auto-insight recommendation much
more (1) to preferring without auto-insight recommenda-
tions much more (7), suggesting that participants prefer



having the service much more when they only have a
vague idea about what they are looking for. “When you
introduce a new dataset that I haven’t see before, I don’t
know where to start” (P2, male, age: 28). “It is hard for
me to figure out where to go first and auto-insights help
me with the first step” (P14, female, age: 25). However,
when they have specific questions to investigate, they
prefer TurboVis without auto-insight recommendations
(𝑀 = 3.8, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.1). “I have a very clear target in my
mind so I directly turn to the manually specifying visual-
izations interface to see what I can get”, “since I am quite
familiar with the data and I know how to select attributes
that have relationships” (P8, female, age: 30). “When I
was exploring on my own, I feel like I am creating what I
want” (P12, male, age: 31).

7. Discussion
In this section, we first discuss the identified “double-
edged sword” effect of auto-insight recommendations on
the EDA process. Then, we elicit the design implications
regarding the observed findings. In the end, we reflect
on the limitations of this study.

Exploration Bias. We further our awareness of the
side effects of auto-insight recommendations on EDA by
first highlighting potential exploration bias and excessive
reliance. Analysts tend to adjust their degree of reliance
on auto-insight recommendations or manual visualiza-
tion specifications on the basis of data familiarity and
task structure. For one thing, the domain experts with
a high degree of familiarity with data and analytic tasks
are more likely to explore more visualizations on their
own. For another, they believe that their domain knowl-
edge and intuitions can help them achieve a smooth EDA
process when facing familiar data and scenarios. How-
ever, if they encounter a new dataset, they might heavily
rely on the auto-insight recommendations by immers-
ing themselves in browsing the recommendation results.
When auto-insight recommendations were present, par-
ticipants demonstrated less desire to explore data on their
own, e.g., the number of manually-specified visualiza-
tions drops significantly. Auto-insight recommendation
service can produce a large number of recommendations
to implicitly impel users to explore more visualizations,
thus, leading to biased data exploration. A potential de-
sign implication is that auto-insight recommendations
should be designed differently based on how people can
tolerant auto-insights. In scenarios that welcome diverse
exploration results, recommendations should be hidden
or at least receive less concerns. Also, tooltips can be pro-
vided to explicitly inform analysts that how many auto-
insight recommendations or the ratio of auto-insights to
the overall visualizations have been added to the dash-
board.

Message Reliability. When analysts are quite famil-
iar with the dataset and exploration scenarios, they have
a higher expectation of the auto-insight recommenda-
tions. They would try to draw conclusions by observing
the auto-insight recommendation results, e.g., determin-
ing whether these insights make sense or not, i.e., they
may question the message reliability. Otherwise, when
they have a vague idea about what they are looking for,
they have a lower expectation on the auto-insight recom-
mendations; they appreciate the interestingness of the
recommended patterns, instead of identifying whether
these insights are right or wrong. A design implication
is that it is necessary to note next to the auto-insight
recommendations what methods are adopted to generate
these recommendations and what the system has done
in order to make analysts clear about the underlying
recommendation mechanisms.

Exploration Interruption. When we inferring user
intention from interaction log data, we observed that
auto-insight recommendations sometimes interrupt ana-
lysts. When they were exploring a familiar dataset and
trying to construct a desired visualization for inspec-
tion, they commented that they prefer the without auto-
insight recommendation version in the drag-and-drop
process. For example, when analysts drag a data attribute
that has been involved in an auto-insight recommenda-
tion to one axis, TurboVis automatically refreshes the
recommendation view and lists all the auto-insight rec-
ommendations related to the specific data attribute and
even populates the other fields, “I was intending to put
‘acceleration’ and ‘cylinders’ together to see what kind of
visualization results could appear, but the recommended
auto-insights grabbed my attention.” A plausible hypothe-
sis is that the low cognitive cost of gleaning insights from
the recommendations makes them too tempting to con-
sume, thereby inducing undesirable interruption effects.
To mitigate the interruption effects of auto-insight rec-
ommendations, one alternative is to hide the auto-insight
recommendation services in a toolbar by following Show
Me or split the recommended results from the existing
panel and display them in a separate panel.

Limitations. First, although we conducted a pro-
longed collaborative design with a limited number of
industrial domain experts, TurboVis is still limited in its
current form with respect to the raised requirements
collected from their feedback. Second, we derived de-
sign alternatives by surveying prior systems and con-
ducting iterative design with our collaboration experts.
Admittedly, we only tapped into a limited design space of
recommendations, i.e., by providing a button to see the
auto-insight recommendation on-demand and linking
auto-insight recommendations to manual user interac-
tion. With a different design of auto-insight recommen-
dation service, users may perceive differently. Third, we
design the auto-insight recommendation service only



based on a limited number of an extensible repository
of statistic metrics, which quantify interesting visual-
ization patterns in basic charts. Meanwhile, only ex-
perienced data analysts working on a particular set of
problems were included in the user study. The results
therefore might generalize only to this kind of users.
Furthermore, auto-insight recommendations fail to rec-
ommend any patterns if involving multiple attributes.
Our collaboration experts also commented that there
should be more types of recommendations. Future work
will systematically conduct more investigation into more
real-world business scenarios to identify more preferable
auto-insight types.

8. Conclusion
In this study, we explore the potential “double-edged
sword” effects of auto-insight recommendations on the
EDA process. We demonstrate how auto-insight recom-
mendations could be incorporated into a self-developed
Tableau-like visualization tool termed TurboVis. By com-
paring two versions of TurboVis, we find that auto-insight
recommendations not only encourage more visualization
inspections but also introduce biases to data exploration.
Meanwhile, the perceived level of message reliability and
interruption of auto-insight recommendation service de-
pend on data familiarity and task structures. Our work
offers initial implications for embedding auto-insight rec-
ommendations into the EDA process.
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